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Canceled Career Day
By Daniel J., Evalynn K., Hayato M., Madison M.,

Chloe Y.

Career Day at JMS is an event day dedicated to
introducing different jobs you can take for your future.
How do they conduct this event? Adults volunteer to
talk for about 25 minutes at a time about their jobs.
Some of these professionals could be Police officers,
Lifeguards, Architects, Engineers, Rocket Scientists,
Pilots, Doctors, Nurses, Lawyers, Designers, or pretty
much anything. These people talk about why they chose
their careers, how they got it, and most importantly,
what they do. These people could inspire you guys to
follow their paths and give you ideas of what you want
to do when you are older. But this year, something is
wrong. A few days ago, Mrs. Baloooch announced that
Career Day was canceled for various reasons. As your
trustworthy source of information, we will break down
the backstory about what happened to suddenly stop this
event from happening.

This year, Career Day was rarely talked about in
the school. Even when it was the day that it was hosted
last year, the Daily Bulletin never gave information on it
or even mentioned it.

The event was scheduled to be somewhere
around March 10th, but it was always unclear about
which day the event would be hosted. And this year the
timing couldn't have been more off. Since this year we
couldn't get enough participants to talk about their
careers. Due to this sudden issue, the speaker-to-student
ratio (1:40) was very off, which led to more students in a
classroom than it could handle.

This means that if the Career Day was executed,
40 students would have needed to be stuffed into a
classroom. Based on the amount of students that can sit
down in Mr. Pacheco’s classroom (36 students), 4
students would have to stand up. If you were one of the
unlucky students, you would’ve stood there for 25
minutes straight per talk. Although there are larger
classrooms like Mrs. Harkins’, there are far more smaller
classrooms such as Mr. White’s.

(Lifeguards from last year’s Career Day)

Last year in the lifeguards presentation they
talked about how they save others in the ocean who may
be struggling to stay afloat. They go through a variety of
procedures on how they prepare themselves for when it
happens in real life. And they also talk about what
equipment they use to make sure the person in trouble
and themselves stay safe. At the end, they ask a series of
questions, in which you may win a prize.

Last year the police department talked about
how they train and deal with different types of situations.
Many students have the question in mind when they use
their guns, they answered by saying that they don't want
to use their guns. However, they will if it's a last resort,
or if the criminals are armed. To protect the victim or
themselves.

There were also other parts of the community
that came such as the YMCA. Since summer was just
around the corner, they talked about all the new summer
events they will be hosting. They even went to talk about
how they would give students below the age of 18 a free
membership to access the whole facility. Which ranges
from a basketball court, an organized gym, and even a
place to go rock climbing for the whole summer!

It takes a while to schedule everything and get
enough volunteers to come and give a whole
presentation to different groups of students. However,
this year that wasn’t possible, and Career Day had to get
canceled only a few days when the event was scheduled.
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Del Amo Mall New Rule
By: Aidan O., Anthony M., Mari G.

If you live here in Torrance, I’m sure you have
heard about Del Amo Fashion Center. If you haven’t, it
is one of the largest malls in America. It has all kinds of
stores like food places, toy stores, clothing stores,
restaurants, and so many others.

Recently, Del Amo Fashion Center has been
experiencing a lot of crime inside. It isn’t just every
other week, Sgt. Kim of the TPD said that they have
encounters there 7 days a week. Because of this, they
have decided to implement a new rule that will hopefully
help keep Del Amo Mall a safe place again.

(New Checkpoint at Del Amo Mall Entrance)

This new rule started on March 1st, 2024, and
was implemented by Simon, the company that owns Del
Amo Fashion Center. This rule says that teens under the
age of eighteen must be accompanied by an adult that is
at least twenty one or older after 3 p.m. According to the
Daily Breeze, “The new policy came in response to
large, chaotic brawls at the shopping center in recent
months, including one that involved about 1,000 minors.
These incidents led to the mall closing early and nearby
streets temporarily shuttering.” This just shows the chaos
that happens at the mall on a daily basis. This rule only
applies on Friday and Saturday.

There have been many stores that were robbed
or affected by the actions of teenagers, but five
employees of five different stores were interviewed. All
of these places that were interviewed are close or in the
same area of the mall.

The first person that was interviewed was a
woman named Carissa who works at GTAT Village.

When she was asked about her opinion on the new rule,
she said, “I honestly think it’s a good thing, we’ve had a
lot of problems with groups of teenagers, we’ve even
had to shut the store down early. Mall security told us
that groups of teenagers were stealing. I think it’s a good
thing for everybody’s safety as well, kind of a waste of
police efforts doing something else instead of policing
with teenagers.” She also said that big stores like
Forever 21 can just replace their inventory, but family
owned stores like the one she works at have a big effect
when they are robbed (Her aunt owns the store). Lastly,
when asked if the store she works at had ever been
robbed by teens before, she said, “Yes, one time
teenagers in spiderman costumes, they grabbed handfuls
of stuff and ran out.” She also said the situation has
gotten better since the rule has gone into effect.

A woman at Bath & Body Works named Irma
was also interviewed. She said that she is happy about
the new rule and she thinks that everyone is. She also
said that the store was robbed once by teens.

(New security camera device)

Another person named Riley who works at
LOHO was spoken to about the rule. He said, “I think
it’s good, especially for teenagers to stop fighting at the
mall. There have been a lot of times where we had to
close early. I’m 18 so I’ve been asked for my id.” He
also said that they have been robbed many times by
teensagers before.

Two other people were spoken to about the new
rule, Nikolai from AMC and Richard from sports
treasures. They both think that this new rule is a good
thing. Also, Nikolai said that they once had to close
down AMC early because of an incident.
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Angels’ Spring Training
By Ashley W.

Angels are now getting ready for the long season
ahead of them. They started their spring training on
February 24 at home, when they played against the other
Los Angeles major league baseball team, the Dodgers.
For the majority of the game, the Angels were in the lead
until the 8th inning. The Dodgers were able to get 5 runs
in while the Angels got 3. Both teams tied 7-7.

Jason Martin hits a home run in the 8th inning tying the score.

The next day they went to the Goodyear
Ballpark to play the Reds. No home runs were struck by
the Angels while the Reds struck 2. The Angels ended
up losing 9-4. The third training was at home against the
Royals. They ended up losing once again, 1-10. Their
losing streak didn’t last long, however.

On February 26 and 27, the Angels won against
the Giants and Brewers. They then went to the Salt River
Fields at Talking Stick where they played the Rockies.
They only scored once during the second inning when
third baseman Taylor Ward singled to the left and Matt
Thaiss scored. The Rockies were the ones who ended up
winning, 1-3. Over the next 6 days, the Angels won
against the Guardians, Padres, Diamondbacks, White
Sox, Rangers, and the Dodgers.

On March 6, the Angels had 2 games. One
against the Cubs at Sloan and the other was Athletics at
home. Unfortunately, they lost both games. The next day
they went to Peoria, Arizona to go against the Mariners.
They were unable to score during the game and lost 0-5.
After that, they went against the Rockies once again.

In the 8th inning, the Rockies finally caught up
to the Angels and the score was tied 7-7. The Angels
made one final run in the 9th inning and won by 1 point.
They then won 5-4 against the Guardians and 4-5 against
the Padres. On March 11, they played at home where
they got demolished by the Rangers. The Rangers had

nearly double the amount of total bases and hits as the
Angels. The Angels lost by 10 points, 15-5.

LA Lakers: Lebron’s Achievement
By: David O.

Lebron James is the first in NBA history to score
a total of 40,000 career points. Fans and NBA players
congratulate him, but there are critics, one of them being
Skip Bayless. When Lebron reached his milestone,
Bayless mentioned how crazy it is that he reached
40,000 points. He then stated how Michael Jordan is
better than Lebron, and that Lebron only got his
milestone since he has been in the NBA for so long.

Gamewise, the Lakers are doing well. In the
game against the Minnesota Timberwolves, the Lakers
dominated, especially Anthony Davis. In the first 3
quarters, the game seemed to be even, as it was tied,
until the 4th quarter. After Davis realized that the
Timberwolevs were missing some key players, he started
going all out and ended the game with 27 points, 25
rebounds, 5 assists, 7 steals, and 3 blocks. The Lakers
also won against the Milwaukee Bucks, despite Lebron
sitting out because of an ankle injury. It was a close
game but D’Angelo Russel dominated, with 6 rebounds,
9 assists, and 44 points.

D’Angelo Russell scoring as a player from the Bucks are trying to
defend

However, they did lose against the Sacramento
Kings and the Golden State Warriors. In the game
against the Kings, many blame the coach, Darvin Ham,
for the reason why the Lakers lost. Claiming that Darvin
had no idea what he was doing. In the game against the
Warriors, Anthony Davis got an eye injury so the
Warriors took advantage. Even though Lebron scored a
total of 40 points, Anthony Davis was a key player they
were missing in the last 3 quarters.
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Garbage Megamind Sequel
By: Mason W. Ali A.

It is with the deepest of regret that I have to say
this about one of my childhood favorite movie
characters, of all time, but… THE MEGAMIND
SEQUEL SUCKS! I did not wait 14 years for this
pathetic excuse for a sequel.

Megamind Vs The Doom Syndicate ugly poster

It’s easily able to be seen but this is just a cheap
money grab in order to use the fact that people want to
see more of the amazing movie that was megamind to
have people buy the movie and. It’s also easily able to
see that they also cheaped out of the animation as well.

The first movie was perfect, it was amazing, it
was a lot of kids' childhood. The first movie explored
and expressed extremely well what no other kids movies
did. Which was the villian becoming the hero, with the
exception of despicable me, that movie was also very
awesome sauce.

This “sequel” puts shame to the name of
Megamind. A lot of people begged and wanted a sequel
to megamind so bad since the first movie was peak
fiction. When it was announced that after 14 whole years
there would be a sequel everyone was so excited but
when the trailer came out… everyone was so
disappointed and so mad.

They couldn’t even get the same voice actors as
Megamind and Roxan. The “sequel” just ditched
everything about the first movie and forgot how far
Megamind had come. All it did was give some cheaply
put together plot that was made to just kick off the also
trash series about megamind.

Trust me when I say this, save your eyes and
don’t bother to watch it. It is truly HORRIBLE!

DANCE RECITAL AT RKDC
By Arya B.

RKDC is hosting a winter showcase
on March 21 & 22, 2024. Se beautiful
written pieces at RISE, DWRKDC’s
Winter 2024 student showcase at the
James Armstrong Theatre!
Click here to buy tickets! Winter Poster

(Note: note there are additional costs to participate in the
recital such as costume fee, performance fee and show
tickets. Please check the website for more details!)

Located in Torrance, Cultural Arts Center –
Dance Studios 3330 Civic Center Drive Torrance, CA
90503. The arts education arm of RKDC, serving the
South Bay community for over 20 years providing
quality classes, workshops and performance,
scholarships, opportunities for K-12 students,

“Our mission is to make sound dance training
and performance accessible and affordable, nurture a
staff of excellent teaching artists and bring young people
together through joy and movement in a non-competitive
environment!”

RKDC facebook photoshoot

Introducing one of the instructors, Claudia Boutwell, is
an experienced coach who we got a quote out of!

“This showcase is pretty big with amazing dance
performances from all the teachers that choreograph the
dances!”
This quote is from a dance student, Diya Sondhi:

“Dancing in my contemporary and musical
theater is great and I'm so excited to see qQQQthe
performances. I'm especially excited about the
costumes!”

In conclusion, Dancing can improve your
muscle tone, strength, endurance and fitness. Dancing is
a great way to meet new friends. Join the RKDC
community!
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College Debt
By: Mason W. Daksh P. Ali A.

When you finish college you may think that you
are finally finished with school and done with all your
school years. For a large chunk of your life you think
you're finally done with it, but are you? About 61.8% of
high school students go to college after they graduate.
This is important because the amount of students that get
a scholarship is about 7.5%, and only about 1.5% get a
full ride. So unless you get really lucky, you're most
likely gonna get stuck with tons of college debt that
you're gonna be paying for years. The cost of education
shouldn’t be so much that some people don’t even go to
college because of it.

As NORAC at the University of Chicago states,
about 75% of people who don’t go to college don’t go
because of the cost. They don’t go because they know
that they probably won’t be able to pay off their debts. If
they just ignore it and don’t pay it, their credit score
along with a few other things go down which damages
their ability to take out a loan or ask for financial help
from the bank in the future.

Picture of College Textbooks

One of the main things students complain about
that cost the most are their college textbooks. The
average cost of one single text book can range from 100
dollars to 150. Some even cost 400 dollars. Students
need about six textbooks per year as well. That's about
400 or 600 dollars a year for textbooks alone. Not to
mention other supplies which in total, including the text
books, add up to about 1,000 dollars, or dorming.

Dorming can cost about 8,000 dollars, or at least
in America. It can go up to 15,000 dollars too. Also the
average cost of tuition is about 10,400 dollars.

Basically how college debt works is when you're
done with college you pay back all the things there over
time. This takes a lot of time, 30 years or even longer.
For the next three decades you're held back by debt.

Around 43 million Americans have student loan
debt. And having student loan debt can keep people from
progressing in life. For example, it can keep them from
getting a house, and many more things. People can't try
to buy things in life and try to, maybe invest in
companies, and make more money if their college debt is
holding them back.

A Picture Symbolizing how College Debt Holds People back from
Succeeding in Life

College debt can’t just prevent people from
buying things like houses, which are very important, it
can also interfere and make people’s debt-to-income
ratios too high. A debt to income ratio is the amount of a
person's income compared and that goes into their debt.
Usually college debt is what can throw off this ratio and
make the debt part too high.

A NAACP article has touched on the subject of
how student debt can affect people later on in life. In the
article it has quotes from people about their experiences
with college debt. They have said things like, “I'm living
paycheck to paycheck.”

“The debt never goes away. Once I had it down
to $4000, then had a baby, and it went up to $14,000
with interest because they kept deferring to me rather
than giving me income-driven repayments.”

“I'm not able to save for an emergency fund.”
Etc. A lot of people have serious problems due to college
debt.

“The man I love won't marry me because of the
dent we both have. I needed to borrow from family and
my retirement fund in order to pay down debt. The
impact on my credit has been devastating and I am often
saddled with high interest loans for cars, homes, and
high interest credit cards.”

The government and the colleges say that they
need all this money to provide for their students. Which
does sort of make sense, they do still need to pay their
staff and workers however for things such as text books
it shouldn’t be so much as we mentioned before.
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Ariana Grande’s Lengthy Dating History
By Sophia A.

Popular and trendy musician, Ariana Grande has
quite a long list of men she’s dated. As of right now
Ariana has publicly dated 11 men. Some of these
relationships were long, some short, others sweet,
another sour, let’s look into some of them.

The earliest one we’ll look into in this article
dates back to 2012, when Ariana and Jai Brooks
attempted a long distance relationship. Unfortunately
their relationship ended in 2014, after Brooks accused
Grande of cheating with Nathan Sykes. In a post on
social media he wrote "Nathan may be a top bloke or a
sweet person, but what he did was just completely
wrong. He interfered with my life and did not respect my
relationship; his actions caused me to not be able to
sleep at night and not see the world as a beautiful
place…” Ariana dismissed the claims saying they were
“hurtful and shocking”. However it was revealed that
Nathan and Ariana did date for four months in 2013.

Moving forward, Mac Miller and Ariana hit it
off in 2016 to 2018. This is by far one of Ariana’s most
memorable relationships for the public. They dated for
two years, although Ariana admitted he wasn’t perfect
she does say “He didn't deserve the demons he had.”
After Mac Miller’s death, Ariana went on to write the
song “thank you next” as a tribute to him. In the lyrics
she wrote “Wish I could say, ‘Thank You’ to Malcom /
‘Cause he was an angel.”

Ariana Grande with Mac Miller
Still in 2018 Grande began dating American

actor and comedian Pete Davidson. Their relationship
was short lived and they got engaged after only weeks of
dating. Ariana made a reference to their breakup in her
mean girls themed “thank you next”. Popsugar says “His
page read: "I love u always" and "Sry I dipped.”

Fast forward a few years, in 2021 Dalton Gomez
and Ariana got engaged after dating for some time in
May of 2021. Us Magazine says “It was tiny and
intimate — less than 20 people," her rep told Us. "The
room was so happy and full of love. The couple and both
families couldn't be happier.” Their happiness didn’t last
long as they got divorced in July 2023 “A source
exclusively told Us at the time that the estranged couple
had “been having some issues for months now” and
initially split in January 2023. In September 2023,
Grande officially filed for divorce.”

Ariana G. and Dalton G. before divorce
Now, what do Ariana's exes say about her?

Starting with Pete Davidson an article by nicki swift says
“Pete Davidson made his mark on Ariana Grande, so
much so the star even dedicated her 2018 song "Pete
Davidson" to the "Saturday Night Live" star. He also got
a personalized line to call his own after Ariana Grande
dropped "Thank U, Next" with the lyrics, "And for Pete,
I'm so thankful." As far as breakup ballads go, Davidson
definitely lucked out with the mention.”

As we all know Ariana’s song “Thank you next”
included many exes for all but one. Nathan Sykes, the
unincluded one says he was happy to be left out of it. In
an interview when the topic was brought up he said,
“That's good!" with a laugh, adding, “I hear it's amazing
and that's fantastic.”

While most of her exes seem to have moved on
fairly easily, Dalton Gomez had a hard time getting past
their relationship. Entertainment Tonight says “Dalton is
having a hard time after his breakup with Ariana. It has
been a difficult time for him because he wanted to make
things work." He even went as far as trying to visit her in
Europe, but was denied as Ariana had already moved on
from him.

Although these aren’t all of the men Ariana
Grande has dated, the history behind only four is
evident. From dating to engagement to divorces. Her
dating history is quite long and the history/impacts both
partners have left on each other is undeniable.
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Doctors in South Korea are Going on Strike
By Zara K.

There are plenty of problems happening in South
Korea. Not only are the country having low birth rates,
but their doctors are also going on strike as well! Having
no doctors can be pretty dangerous, since that means
more people will be likely to get sick or hurt with no
help from hospitals.

The reason for the strike is because of
overworking.Their shifts cap out at 36 hours, and their
workweek can stretch to 88 hours.

The doctor-to-patient ratio of 2.6 per 1,000
people is one of the lowest among developed countries,
according to data from the Organisation of Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries. In
contrast, top ranked Austria has 5.5 doctors per 1,000
people.

Doctors in South Korea refused to work because of
underpayment and overworking jobs.

Park Dan, 33, had said he wanted to be an
emergency room doctor to save lives. As a resident at
Severance Hospital in Seoul, one of South Korea’s
biggest hospitals, he had said that he worked 100-hour
weeks, often saw 20 patients every 60 minutes (which is
one patient per 3 minutes), and had to hold off going to
the bathroom for hours on end.

Since Feb 20, when the strike started, nearly
10,000 interns and residents, which is about a tenth of all
doctors in the nation, have walked off the job. This is
causing the government to suspend thousands of doctors
licenses for going on strike and not coming back to work
on time.

It’s not only doctors that are leaving. Trainee
doctors have also begun to leave. Since the sudden

walkout, about seventy percent of trainee doctors, or
about 9,000, have left their posts, the health ministry
says. It takes about ten years for a doctor to be fully
trained. Trainee doctors are very important in the
medical system in South Korea. In major hospitals, they
usually make up a third of staff and are the first people to
attend to patients.

Thanks to this problem, patients have been
directed to smaller hospitals and clinics. Major hospitals
have had up to half of their operations delayed, and
nurses have been allowed to take some of the duties of
doctors. The government has opened military hospitals
and increased operating times for public clinics, and
while there have been disruptions, the health system has
not begun to get better.

One of the trainee doctors involved in the
dispute had reportedly said he worked over one hundred
hours a week at a top university hospital for two million
won (about $3,000) a month, even including overtime
pay.

The doctors are determined to get a better medical system.

The government plans to increase admissions to
medical schools from 2,000 to 3000 in 2025 to fill what
they guess to be a large shortage of doctors by 2035.
This is at least sixty-five percent more than usual, and
they plan to continue making the numbers bigger to
avoid having no doctors. This is not the first time doctors
have asked for a government plan to increase medical
school admissions.

Sources: nytimes, reuters
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8th Grade Fundraiser
By Mari G., Aidan O.

What is your favorite special activity that
the school provides? Is it something history related
like Greek Day or Renaissance Day? Or is it a
special field trip like Camp Pali or Astro Camp? All
of these special activities cost money, and in order
to get that money, the school needs to fundraise.

(Raising Cane’s Restaurant)

Recently, there have been some fundraisers
at different restaurants for the eighth grade classes.
All of them have happened already.

Two that happened were one at Chipotle on
Tuesday, March 5th, and the other at Raising Cane’s
on Tuesday, March 12th.

The other two fundraisers were at Panda
Express on Tuesday, March 19th and at The Habit
on Tuesday, March 26th. The address for The Habit
is 3829 Torrance Blvd and was from 4pm to 9pm.
But for the Panda Express fundraiser, you could go
to any restaurant about the fundraiser.

The money from the fundraiser will go
towards end of the year activities for the 8th
graders. Things like games or other outdoor
activities for the 8th graders to participate in. Some
of the outdoor activities could include picnics or
maybe a bouncy house like we saw last year for the
seventh graders on renaissance day.

Spring Equinox
By Ashley W.

On Tuesday, March 19, the spring season will
begin. This is also when the spring equinox (also called
the March or vernal equinox) happens. This special day
is when Earth’s axis is perpendicular to the Sun’s rays
which means that the Sun would be directly overhead if
you were to stand on the equator. The word “equinox”
derives from words in Latin which mean “equal night.”
“Aequus” means equal and “nox” means night. It is also
when the Northern and Southern Hemisphere have
roughly around the same amounts of day and nighttime.

After the spring equinox, most places will have
longer days. The length of the day increases the greatest
on the day after the spring equinox. This continues until
the summer solstice. However, this day is the start of
autumn in the Southern Hemisphere. The seasons don’t
actually last the same amount of days. On average, the
Northern Hemisphere experiences about 92.8 days of
spring while the Southern Hemisphere experiences 89.9.

The diagram shows the equinoxes and solstices.

There is a myth that you can stand a raw egg on
its end when the equinox happens. This started when
stories about people in ancient China creating standing
egg displays on the first day of spring were told.
However, they celebrated it about 6 weeks earlier than
the actual equinox. While some of it is true, you should
be able to balance an egg on its end on other days too.

In Chichen Itza, Mexico, a special pyramid.
Around 1000 C.E. the Mayans built one of many
pyramids. On the spring equinox, the Sun creates a
shadow that looks like a snake moving down the steps.
For some people, this day isn’t the start of spring. In
meteorology, the spring season starts on March 1. In
some countries, they determine when spring starts and
ends based on the average temperature. This is why they
don’t have fixed season dates.
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Shout-Outs

Courtney Jay: 8th Grade -I loved your bob karen cut in
6th Grade
-Kendall King
Kendall King: 8th Grade -Thank for being a wonderful
friend and giving me that cookie one time
-Yuna seo
Josef Alverez: 6th Grade -Josef is just a great friend
-Liam Aranda
Haley, Zehra, Chelsea, Eric, Helena, Nick, Oriana,
Ding, Minh: 8th Grade -Thank you for all the laughs!
-Ruth
Maryam H.: 8th Grade - Maryam H for being the best
friend and having the best memories together.
-Nilgoun
Nilgoun: 8th Grade Nilgoun for being the best friend
and having the best memories together.
-Maryam H
Camilia Guzman: 8th Grade -Camillia Guzman I love
you in all sorts of ways. I want you to live long and fly
to the sky, i'll see you soon well I don’t know when most
likely at lunch but see you soon baby girl.
-Nikki Wheeler
Orlando, Eli, Amber: 8th and 7th Grade -Thanks for
being cool friends. All of you are so sigma!!
-Jack B
Jack, Amber, Adrian: 8th and 7th Grade -Thank you
for being amazing alpha friends. You are all so rizzy.
-Orlando Walts
Jake Dillion: 8th Grade -Thank you for hanging out
with me last year.
-Ichabod Marsh
Nikki Wheeler: 8th Grade -Thank you for always being
there for me! I hope we still stay friends in high school
and beyond that!
-Camilla Guzman
Troy Jhonston: 8th Grade -You are real.
-Mason Wasserman
Kaylee McEwan: 8th Grade -Happy Birthday to one of
the kindest people I know.
-Oriana Gomez
Payden B: 8th Grade -Thanks for giving me apples!!!
-Camden M.

Nagisa Kurata: 8th Grade -Thank you for being a great
friend.
-Emma Kawada
Hailey C.: 8th Grade - I love the way your hair
shimmers in the moonlight.
-Kaylee M.
Orianna and Camilla: 8th Grade -I love you my fellow
weebs. Gambere gambere!
-Kaylee M.
James Zhao: 8th Grade -Thanks for the incident. It was
very awesome sauce!
-Mason Wasserman
Hailey C.: 8th Grade -Thank you for being such a great
friend!
-Camilla Guzman
Blake Ely: 8th Grade -Thank you for being a cool dude
and breaking my ankles in football.
-Derryon Prince
Derryon Prince: 8th Grade -Thank you for being a great
and nice friend and helping me with all my homework.
-Blake Ely
Mr. Eric: Staff -So cool. Also he helps me all the time.
-Jack
Mr Eric: Staff -thank you Mr Eric for being a super
person. You are amazing. Thank you for making us safe!
-Orlando Walts
Sydney Session: 8th Grade -Thanks for being my bestie.
You helped me with my homework.
-Chase Gehley
Aliza Kashif: 8th grade - Happy very belated birthday.
(I’m still mad about Tsukasa)
-Zara Kashif
Faith Kim: 7th grade - Yess Furina, you go girl with
your lil jellyfish-furry-looking haircut.
-Kara Kim
Mason Wasserman: 8th grade - Good job on taking a
shower.
-Joshua
Kaeden Neu: 8th grade - Always has that positive
attitude with a strong growth mindset.
-Jake Dillon
Daniel Jeong: 8th grade - W push-ups.
Hayato M.
Natalie: 8th grade - Thursday was so fun.
-Esaias
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